In the recent years with the development of internet technologies, video technologies have been broadly used in TV, communication and multimedia, So security is required on video data. Although much video encryption technique has been develop but not give so much efficiency in terms of encryption and decryption process. However, they are more complex to implement as a system and are difficult to be applied in a widespread manner. Here we propose a new novel scheme for digital video encryption. In this paper we give a method to generate an encrypted video by encrypted Video-frame. Based on novel secure video scheme, an effective and generalized scheme of video encryption. It is a matrix computation scheme which uses a concept of Videoframe and xor() operation. This paper proves that proposed scheme is able to fully encrypt the video frame and have a better performance that can be measured by different Parameters. Further we can extend our approach into a digital video stenography.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth in internet and video technology we need to provide the security to the video data as well as authentication. During recent years with the development of video technologies have been broadly used in TV, communication and multimedia, video security has been required. now days video encryption is one of the most important field of information security.
In every section of the industry, large amount of data, images, videos with some confidential information are generated and stored and transmitted over the network. In addition ,medical images with a patient "s record s may be shared among the doctors of different department of hospital for different clinical purposes. these image and video may contain private information. So protection of, such type of multimedia data in life time, is an issue. Hence encryptions are needed to protect the confidential data.
Several interesting approaches for video encryption have been developed encryption of video and other multimedia data through conventional cryptography such as DES [1] , AES [2] , RSA [3] are not suitable for various differences of text data and multimedia data. Other types of encryption technique also use like as Scrambling of pixel position [4] . Naïve algorithm is the most straight-forward method to encrypt every byte in the whole Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [14] , video stream using standard encryption schemes such as DES or AES. The concept behind the Naïve algorithm is to treat the MPEG bit stream as text data and does not use any of the special structure [15] [16] [17] . In the Zig-Zag permutation approach [18] , instead of mapping the 8x8 block to 1x64 vector in Zig-Zag order, it maps the individual 8x8 block to a 1x64 vector by using a random permutation list (secret key).
Basically, there are two methods for encryption of an image as well as video. One approach is Full Encryption Approaches. In which encryption process apply on the entire video bit stream. Second is a Selective Encryption Approaches that perform encryption only a certain or a specific part while other part remain unencrypted [5] . Selective encryption algorithms were proposed [38] [39] [40] . These methods encrypt a selected portion of the video data using text based encryption algorithms. This decreases encryption time. Another category of algorithms is based on scramble (permutation) only methods, where the DCT coefficients are permuted to provide confusion. However, in most of these methods, computational efficiency comes at the cost of security.
In the field of neural network, chaotic theory is very popular for encryption and decryption. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10], main advantage of chaotic network is that it is low cost, which is suitable to large amount of data. Now In this paper we propose a new efficient scheme for video encryption using key image which is use for full encryption process. This paper consists following sections: In section I st background encryption algorithm. Section 2 nd Proposed Scheme, 3 rd section describes the Formation and Deformation algorithms, 4 th section describes the experimental results, 5 th section describes the conclusion and 6 th section references.
PROPOSED SCHEME
In this paper we have proposed a new scheme for video encryption which based on encryption of I-frame (video frame).Here we have taken an idea from matrix calculation for generating the encrypted I-frame. In this method, we collect the all video frame then take frame one by one form it and select a key Image as key frame for encryption and decryption process, so this key image is send through secure channel. Other frame encrypted by following algorithm . after applying the encryption algorithm we combine all frame, make video which is in encrypted form, send it from simple channel.
Let V be a video sequence consisting of m frames denoted by I1, I2, . . . Im. Furthermore, we assume that each frame has a dimension of w ×h and up to 2n different pixel values (colors). Finally, let  i denote any sorting permutation of Ii , and (Ii ) the image with sorted pixels from Ii . For a given frame I there are a large number of sorting permutations for I. By a sorting permutation of I we mean a unique sorting permutation  that any two distant parties can compute solely by knowing I, which is the case when the parties utilize the same computational method. For example, the communicating parties can agree on always choosing the lexicographically smallest sorting permutation of frame I. A more efficient method for generating a sorting permutation relies on using a standard sorting algorithm such as quicksort , heapsort .
Overall encryption procedure defines in the deformation algorithm. Basically In this system video stream assumes as a collection of still images, get these images refers as an Iframe. First frame do not encrypted, it is transmitted through a secure channel. Select second frame performing the xor() operation with second key image and then xor() with sorted value of first frame. The output of the above process xor() with sorted form of the first key frame. now this is the final encrypted image. then make the digital video through these encrypted images and send this video through simple channel. But key image transmitted through secure channel. At the receiver side reverse process is applied.
. . . . 
Deformation Algorithm
The following is a proposed deformation algorithm for encryption.
Definition:
 
Step2
Compute all frame of video stream V (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 …..I n ).
Step3
A n = I n , Where n= 2, 3 …n.
Step4 B = (Rand(I n )) Where n= 1,2, 3 …n-1.
Repeat step 3 rd ,4 th & 5 th step for all frames.
Step7
Construct video from Encrypted frame.
Step8
Transmit this video through simple channel.
Step9
Transmit Key frame, Random frame sequence and I 1 through Secure channel ORIGINAL VIDEO SEQUENCE
FORMATION ALGORITHM
The following is a proposed deformation algorithm for decryption.
Step 1 Receive Video Stream data and first frame, Random sequence no and Key image.
Step 2 Compute all frame of video.
Step 3 K = (K 1 )
Step 4 B n = (I n ) Where n= 1,2, 3 …n-1
Step 5 D n = (E n  K)
Step 6 Repeat step 4 th , 5 th for all frame.
Step 7 Construct original video through I-fame
EXPERIMENATAL RESULT
This section of the paper contains the result analysis of the proposed encryption scheme. The formation algorithm has been successfully implemented in 4 different videos. Several simulation results are provided to show the performance of the algorithms for video encryption. 
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CONCLUSION
We also present an extended classification of digital video encryption algorithms in order to clarify these advantages. We analyze both security and performance aspects of the proposed method, and show that the method is efficient and secure from a cryptographic point of view. Experiments were conducted to demonstrate that video-Frame encryption provides a good trade-off between encryption robustness, flexibility, and real-time processing
Even though the method is currently feasible only for a certain class of video sequences and video codes, the method is promising and future investigations might reveal its broader applicability. Finally, we extend our approach into a novel type of digital video steganography where it is possible to disguise a given video with another video. For future research, it is proposed that this novel scheme be developed to full encrypt video sequences. The following are some point to improve our proposed system. Further improvement to the security level can be achieved by encrypting the I-Frame blocks in P-and B-Frames. This will increase the security level, considerably Enhance the proposed system security by encrypting the motion vector of the frames. Further we will extend this work on secret image sharing Scheme which provide a more security.
